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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of Problem

INFCIRC/153, the basic model safeguards agreement for States party to the

Non-Proliferation Treaty, provides three circumstances under which nuclear

material safeguards may be terminated [1]. The versions given here paraphrase

the actual text.

- Section 11 provides for termination upon a determination by the Agency
that nuclear material subject to safeguards has been consumed, has been
diluted in such a way that it is no longer usable for any relevant
nuclear activity, or has become "practicably irrecoverable." virtually
identical provisions are contained in INFCIRC/66 rev 2, Section 26c [2].

- Section 12 provides for termination when nuclear material has been
transferred out of State and the recipient State has assured
responsibility.

- Section 13 provides for termination, by mutual agreement, when nuclear
material is used for non-nuclear purposes such as alloys or ceramics.
INFCIRC/66 rev 2, Section 27, similarly provides for termination by
reason of non-nuclear use, but expressly limits termination to source
materials.

Two further terms are defined in INFCIRC/153. "Retained waste" is

defined as "nuclear material generated from processing or from an operational

accident, which is deemed to be unrecoverable for the time being but which is

stored." "Measured discard" is defined as "nuclear material which has been

measured, or estimated on the basis of measurements, and disposed of in such a

way that it is not suitable for further nuclear use."

- 15 -
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It is also useful to note Section 35 of INFCIRC/153. After first

specifying that safeguards should terminate under the conditions defined in

Section 11, Section 35 notes that "where the conditions of [Section 11] are

not met, but the State considers that the recovery of safeguarded nuclear

material from residues is not for the time being practicable or desirable, the

Agency and the State shall consult on the appropriate safeguards measures to

be applied." The Agency's Legal Division has ruled that Section 35 does not

permit the Agency to terminate safeguards where the conditions of Section 11

are not met. However, the Agency may agree to alternative (and presumably

reduced) safeguards measures for retained waste [3].

INFCIRC/66/rev. 2 makes no provision for retained waste. On the

contrary, one may note Section 8 of Annex XI to INFCIRC/66/rev. 2, which calls

on the State to ensure that ...waste...is recovered...within a reasonable

period of time. Where recovery is not considered practicable, Section 8 calls

for the State and the Agency to cooperate in making arrangements to account

for and dispose of the material.

This paper is primarily concerned with Section 11 of INFCIRC/153 (or

Section 26c of INFCIRC/66), tha possible termination of safeguards based on a

determination that the nuclear material in question has been consumed, has

been diluted, or has become practicably irrecoverable. Since the

circumstances under which the Agency should determine that nuclear material

has been consumed are clear, the paper further is primarily concerned with the

circumstances under which safeguards may be tei~minated on the basis of an

Agency determination that nuclear material has been diluted or has become

practicably irrecoverable• Where nuclear materials are determined not to be

practicably irrecoverable, (and therefore are to remain subject to safeguards)

it is necessary to consider what safeguards measures should be applied

pursuant to Section 35 of INFCIRC/153, or pursuant to applicable Sections of

IHFCIRC/66/rev. 2.

Two distinctly different categories of nuclear material have been

suggested for possible, termination of safeguards based on a determination that

the nuclear material has become practicably irrecoverable. One relates to a

variety of low concentration waste materials, meaning thereby materials which

the State or plant operator considers to be of questionable economic

recoverability. (See Section 2.1.1 for a more precise definition.)

- 16 -
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The discussions leading to inclusion of Section 26c in IHFCIRC/66 rev 2

(and later, Section 11 in INFGIRC/153) concerned only these low concentration

residues. In more recent years, however, it has been recognized that some

spent fuel may be placed in permanent storage, either in geological formations

or in some form of engineered containment structure. INFCE WG/6 recognized

four conceptual options with regard to spent fuel, as follows [4]:

concept 1: decision to reprocess

concept 2: deferred decision

concept 3: fuel transfer decision

concept 4: no-reprocessing decision

Spent fuel in the form removed from nuclear power reactors is generally

described as not meeting the requirements for a determination of practicably

irrecoverable, which is a reverse way of stating that the nuclear material

content of freshly discharged spent fuel is, in an engineering sense,

recoverable. Spent fuel placed in any of a variety of away-from-reactor

storage facilities, specifically including those described as "long-term

retrievable storage" facilities, remains accessible with at most modest

difficulty and therefore must be assumed to remain recoverable. Spent fuel

placed in facilities described as "permanent repositories," generally (or

necessarily) located on the order of 100 meters underground in geologically'

defined formations are at least claimed to represent "final disposal"

facilities, and are candidates for a possible determination of practicably

irrecoverable.

Thus in broad terms one may define the subject under discussion in terms

of two sets of closely related questions, one set for waste and one set for

spent fuel.

Questions Primarily Related to Nuclear Material in Waste

Question 1: Under what circumstances should the Agency
determine that nuclear material in waste has been diluted or has
become practicably irrecoverable, such that safeguards may be
terminated?

Question 2: Where waste materials are "conditioned" in
anticipation of placing them in a parmanant storage repository,
is the act of conditioning itself sufficiant to qualify the waste
as practicably irrecoverable, or is it necessary that the Agency
verify that the conditioned waste is in fact transferred to a
geological formation?

- 17 -
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Question 3: To what extent should the Agency insist that
the nuclear material content of waste be measured prior to its
being placed in a permanent repository?

Question 4: What measurement verification procedures
should the Agency implement (and at what stage) prior to agreeing
to the termination of safeguards for waste?

Question 5: Where nuclear material is transferred to the
retained waste category pursuant to IHFCIRC/153, what safeguards
measures should the Agency implement?

Questions Primarily Related to Spent Fuel.

Question 6: Under some circumstances a State nay wish tô
place in permanent storage nuclear material of a form which in
itself the Agency cannot agree has been diluted or has become
practicably irrecoverable. Does, the act of placing nuclear
material (e.g., spent fuel) in permanent storage constitute
making that material "practicably irrecoverable"?

Question 7: Both "permanent storage facilities" and
"long-term retrievable storage facilities" are being developed.
What specific characteristics should a storage facility possess
in order for the Agency to agree that nuclear material placed
therein has been rendered practicably irrecoverable?

Question 8: To what extent should the Agency insist that
spent fuel be measured prior to being placed in a permanent
repository?

Question 9: What measurement verification procedures, and
at what stage, should the Agency implement prior to agreeing to
the termination of safeguards, or prior to the placing of spent
fuel in permanent storage?

Question 10: To the extent that spent fuel placed in
permanent storage facilities or long-term retrievable storage is
not determined to be practicably irrecoverable, what safeguards
measures should the Agency implement?

The Sections that follow discuss possible answsrs to these and other

questions. Separate consideration is given to "waste" in the sense of low

level materials having no particular economic value, and to "spent fuel," a

nuclear material form which in itself is not practicably irrecoverable.

- 18 -
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1.2 Backftround Perspective

Historically, the safeguards community has given relatively little

attention either to actual safeguards measures to be applied to low

concentration residues from fuel cycle manufacturing facilities or to the

circumstances under which INFCXRC/153 Section 11 should be invoked and

safeguards should be terminated. SA6SI, the Standing Advisory Group on

Safeguards Implementation, has referred secondarily to the question of the

termination of safeguards [5], but has not specifically addressed the

questions posed above. Internally, the departmental Technical Review

Committee (TRC, previously Technical Review Group or TRG) originally scheduled

the subject for discussion during 1988, but has deferred those discussions in

view of this Advisory Group Meeting.

Section 2.2 reviews current inspection practice with regard to retained

waste and measured discards, and summarizes the types and quantities of waste

materials which have been placed in those categories.

- 19 -
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2. WASTE

2.1 Wa.ate Dafinitions and Descriptions

2.1.1 Definition of Waste. It is not easy to define waste. Plant

operators typically classify any nuclear material as waste if it is no longer

usable in the processes for which the plant was constructed, but this

definition avoids the question of whether recovery and reuse would be

feasible, given the existence of a separate waste recovery process.

Definitions which refer to the economics of recovery and reuse have similar

problems; what is economic in one State may not be economic in another (for

example, because the first State has a sufficient quantity of waste to justify

a reasonable plant size). A complete economic analysis should also consider

all the alternatives; some waste may be economically recoverable because the

alternatives are even more expensive.

In the context of international safeguards, economics are a questionable

criterion for deciding whether to continue or terminate safeguards. If one

assumes that a State has a desire to create an undeclared stockpile of nuclear

explosives, recovery of low level residues considered "economically

unrecoverable" may be a safer (i.e., less likely to be detected) route to

acquisition of the necessary nuclear materials than diversion of higher

quality materials. Termination of safeguards is a "final" action; the Agency

will have no later opportunity to verify that the terminated quantities have

not been recovered.

On the other hand, the opposite extreme should also be avoided. A

divertor should not be assumed to have access to an engineering technology

which is not known to exist. Failure to recognize this constraint can lead to

a desire for excessive levels of safeguards effort to be devoted to materials

which may truly be "practicably irrecoverable."

- 20 -
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Anticipating a subject which is discussed in greater detail in Section

2.4, some wastes, notably high and medium level waste from reprocessing, will

be converted into a form of glass, will be mixed in a bituminous matrix, or

will be mixed with concrete prior to final disposal. These processes, which

are intended to render the waste materials as near to totally inert as

possible, are commonly referred to as "conditioning processes," and the

resulting product is commonly referred to as "conditioned waste."

In the interest of better communication, the following definitions are

suggested here.

The term waste is defined as referring to any low level residue

which the State/facility operator believes has no economically

recoverable value. Classification of a material as waste does not imply

that the contained nuclear material is practicably irrecoverable, and

therefore does not imply that safeguards should be terminated. (Also

note that "waste" is here a generic term, and is not synonymous with

"retained waste" as defined in INFCIRC/153.)

The term retained waste is defined as referring to waste materials

which meet the specific requirements discussed in Section 3.2.1, and

which have been transferred to the retained waste category pursuant to,

the provisions of INFCIRC/153.

The term conditioned waste is defined as referring to waste which

has been conditioned in accordance with one of the processes described in

Section 2.4 prior to final disposal.

2.1.2 Some Typical Waste Categories. Using the above definitions, one

may identify a number of categories or types of nuclear material which would

qualify as waste. INFCE/WG 7 identified six categories, as follows [6]:

(1) waste from ore processing

(2) refining, conversion and enrichment wastes

(3) fuel element fabrication wastes;

(4) reactor wastes;

(5) unreprocessed spent fuel;

(6) reprocessing waste.

- 21 -
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Of these six, category (1) and portions of category (2) are not subject to

safeguards, and category (4) refers to waste which is radioactive but which

does not contain nuclear material. Also, category (5) is not here considered

as waste, but is considered separately in Chapters 4 and 5.

One may also categorize waste materials according to a more detailed

description of the nature of the material, including whether the contained

nuclear material is uranium (depleted, natural, low enriched or high
233

enriched), thorium (or U), or plutonium, one category would be depleted,

natural and low enriched uranium waste materials from enrichment, conversion

and fabrication processes. These wastes rarely are considered economically

recoverable. Undeclared recovery may be technically feasible, but would

require processing of large volumes of waste. .

(The expression "large volumes" is meant in a qualitative sense, but some

idea of magnitude can be obtained by considering that the presumed goal is
235

75 kgs U, that in practice the enrichment is never greater than
235

57. U, and that residues are unlikely to contain more than a few percent
235

uranium. The minimum quantity to yield 75 legs U thus is at least

100 metric tons. Since depleted, natural and low enriched uranium are not

directly usable in nuclear explosive devices, undeclared recovery and use

would also require further enrichment or reactor irradiation.)

High and medium level wastes from spent fuel reprocessing logically would

constitute a second category. Here the important considerations are fission

product radiation levels and the presence of high concentrations of

contaminating heavy elements, which make these materials difficult to work

with. Recovery of plutonium from high or medium level wastes has not been

demonstrated on an engineering scale, but at least one published reference [7]

claims that suitable organic extractants have been found which are capable of

removing essentially all of the residual plutonium from high level waste.

Large quantities of these wastes must be processed to recover significant

quantities of plutonium, but high level wastes from larger reprocessing plants

are likely to contain several significant quantities per year. Recovery of

this material should not necessarily be assumed to be technologically

impossible.

- 22 -
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(Agaiu "large volumes" is meant to be a qualitative expression, but can

be given somo sense of dimension by noting that TBP extraction of Pu from

fission products generally leaves 10 or 10 grams per liter in the

aqueous waste stream. Recovery of an assumed 8 kg Pu thus would require that

a minimum of 10 liters be processed. Uranium in sea water is a roughly

comparable analogy,)

A third category then would comprise low active reprocessing wastes, MOX

conversion and fabrication wastes, and wastes from processes which use highly

enriched uranium. Although moderately large waste volumes still would have to

be processed to recover a quantity of safeguards relevance, this recovery

technology also is known to exitt and cannot be^ignored.

Excerpted portions of a waste categorization table prepared by INFCE/WG I

are given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 [8]. The tables should be understood as

reflecting expected waste quantities and forms for an arbitrarily defined

reference fuel cycle. (The reference fuel cycle is defined in the INFCE

paper.) Specific facilities may generate more or fewer waste packages or

quantities, depending on individual plant practices. Alsc note that 1KFCE

completed its deliberations and issued its reports in 1980; the tables may not

represent latest practices.

- 23 -
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TABLE 2.1. URANIUM (NON-HEU) WASTE SUMMARY FOR REFERENCE FUEL CYCLE

Waste Stream U Mass
kg/GWa*

U Isotoplc
Composition

Packaged Waste
Form

Number of Waste Packages
per GWa< per Safeguards

Target Mass»*

LWR-OT 40
Enrichment LWR-R 20
Maintenance HWR-Th 2

HWR-Th 12

Natural
Process Waste fn
Unshielded Drums

10
5

2,600

LWR-OT 220 3.02% 2 S 5U 200 2,300
U0 2 Fuel LWR-R 150 3.02% 2 3 5U Process Waste in 130 2,200

."«brication HWR-OT 180 Natural Unshielded Drums 498 29,000

LWR-R 10 Natural
MOX Fiel FBR-R 20 0.17» 2 3 5U Concreted in

Fabrication HWR-R 60 0.69% 2 Î 5U Unshielded Drums

155
318
750

*«*

* GWa - Gigawatt year electricity.
•* Defined as: 75 kg of contained U-235 for U-235 concentration below 2M.
*** Also contains Pu - see Table III for controlling number.
OT Once through fuel cycle.
R With reprocessing.

Th Thorlum/233U fuel cycle.

6024B

- 24 -
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TABLE 2.2. PLUTONIUM WASTE SUMMARY FOR REFERENCE FUEL CYCLE

Waste Stream

HOX Fuel
Fabrication

Spent Fuel

Cladding
Hulls and
Spacers

Vitrified
High-Level
Wastes

Medium-
Level

Wastes

LWR-R
FBR-R
hWR-R

LWR-OT PWR
LWK-OT BWR
HWR-OT

LWR-R
FBR-R
HWR-R

LWR-R
FBR-R
HWR-R

LWR-R
FBR-R
HWR-R

Pu Mass
kg/GWa*

0.5
3.0
0.7

~2I6
-108
660

1.4
9.0
2.1

2.3
15.1
3.6

0.9
5.9
1.5

Packaged Wast*
Form

Concreted in
Unshielded Drums

Unreproeassed Spent
Fuel Assemblies
in Canisters

Compacted and
ImmobiIliad in

HWR-Type Canisters

Vitrified HLW
in Canisters

Concreted in
Shielded or

Unshielded Drums

NuMber of
par « a »

155
318
750

53
22
132

33
86
31

29 or 67
23 or 53
29 or 67

137
89
295

Wast* Packages
par Safeguards
Target Mass"

2,500
850

8,600

2
2
2

190
76
120

100 or 230
12 or 28
64 or 150

1,200
120

1,600

GWa - Gigawatt year electricity.
Defined as; 75 kg of contained 2 Î 5U for 2 Î 5U concentration below 20*.

6024B
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2.2 Safwiarda Kxparianca w/Maagurad Placards and Retained Waste

2.2.1 Measured Placarda. The Agency's safeguards approach for measured

discards normally begins with a consideration of what the total quantity from

any given nuclear facility and in any given year is likely to be. Limits

spacifiad in facility attachments vary, but 50 affective grams per month, 0.01

SQ per month, or up to 0.1 SQ per month may be considered typical values.

Some facility attachments define limits in terms of affective grams or SQs per

year rather than per month, but the limits are not necessarily iiiuch larger

than the values quoted here. The general rule is that the facility may remove

from the material balance, as measured discards, up to the specified limit

without further Agency approval.

Where larger quantities are to be discarded the facility attachment

normally states that the Agency is to be consulted in advance, to at least

allow an opportunity for verification. Instances where larger quantities have

been discarded are few in number; the Agency has not always been consulted in

advance regarding these larger discards.

The total quantities associated with measured discards are not a

significant safeguards prob em. Table 2.3 lists the total quantity discarded

during 1987 for each type of nuclear material, together with the number of

material balance areas contributing to that total.

Table 2.3. REPORTED MEASURED DISCARDS FOR CALENDAR 1987

Material Type No. of MBAs Total Quantity

Depleted uranium
Natural uranium
Enriched uranium

Plutonium
Thorium

36
46
49

20
29

1 234 kgs U
1 327 kgs U

275 623 grams U
8 990 grams 235U
1 695 grams Pu
344 kgs Th

- 26 -
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2.2.2 Ratainad Waste. The IKFCIRC/153 definition of retained waste can

be interpreted in at least two ways. The more common interpretation is that

the nuclear material has no economically recoverable value and eventually will

be disposed of, but that final disposal is being deferred pending decisions on

disposal methods or construction of a suitable repository. However in some

cases the retained waste classification has also been used for nuclear

material which may or will eventually be recovered, but for which recovery is

being deferred pending a more precise decision, or pending construction of h

suitable recovery facility.

Either way, IHFCIRC/153 allows retained waste to be removed from the

material balance of the facility (MBA) in question, but does not terminate

safeguards. The Agency can and does verify nuclear material quantities at the

time of transfer to retained waste. Once nuclear material enters the retained

waste category, however, the Agency's verification rights become more

questionable, and its technical capabilities become more restricted. Retained

waste is still "subject to safeguards," but exactly how those safeguards can

or should be implemented is not clear.

In general facility attachments do not specify quantity limitations for

retained waste, and larger quantities (i.e., larger than measured discard

quantities) have been transferred to the retained waste classification.

Measurement procedures used by facility operators vary widely, but those

facilities transferring the larger quantities to retained waste generally have

developed useful NDA measurement procedures.

Measurements performed on material being transferred to retained waste

are, when feasible, verified by observation. Appropriate data are maintained

in the safeguards information data base regarding all transfers either to

retained waste or to measured discard. However, retained waste is not

maintained on the accountancy records at the facility (or, strictly speaking,

it is not maintained on any accountancy records shown to the Agency during

inspections), and is not included in the inventories periodically reported to

the Agency on PIL, MBR, or equivalent reports. This introduces complications

regarding inventory verification; the only inventory which could be verified

is in fact the Agency's own, derived from an assumption that no retained waste

has been "discarded" or lost.
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SAGSI, the Agency's Standing Advisory committee on Safeguards

Itnplmementation, has affirmed the Agency's current policies and practice

regarding the verification of quantities transferred to retained waste.

However, SAGSI has also noted that in many cases verification implies

observation and possibly authentication of operator measurements.

Some retained waste has been "disposed of," in a manner which was not

considered adequate to justify a determination of practicably irrecoverable.

The Agency understands that an unknown but possibly large fraction of nuclear

material recorded as "retained waste" in fact has been discarded as that term

is more commonly understood. The "retained waste" designation is frequently

used, for example, for material placed in shallow land burial sites. This

material is both theoretically and practicably recoverable; occasional land

burial sites have been reopened in a search for apparently missing material,

and useful quantities have been recovered in such operations.

Some nuclear material has been returned from the retained waste category

and processed. The Agency has limited experience, but attempts to verify

these return transfers have led to differences between originally assigned

book values and Agency verification measurements.

2.3 Waste Measurement Procedures

In fuel fabrication and reprocessing plants, monitoring of nuclear

material content is required for both nuclear safety (criticality) and nuclear

accountancy (safeguards) reasons. However, both the variety and heterogeneity

of waste streams and the associated measurement difficulties prevent a fully

comprehensive approach. The present status of monitoring for nuclear material

content is highly variable, both between installations and between waste

streams.

Homogeneous liquid waste streams can be sampled and measured to excellent
235

accuracy (+0.17. up to 100 g U/1) by destructive analytical methods

(e.g. off-line chemical analysis, mass spectrometry or gamma ray

spectrotnetry). Special techniques (e.g. K-edge densitometry) also can monitor

variations in U or Pu concentration of liquids on line.

- 28 -
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However, most wastes are not homogeneous and this gives rise to the need

for an investment in instrumentation for non-destructive analysis techniques

required to quantify nuclear material content. These methods may be based on

measuring spontaneously emitted radiation (neutron, gamma, heat) in a passive

interrogation mode or on inducing fission by a burst of applied radiation

(neutron, gamma) in variants of active interrogation. In general these

methods are more difficult in the presence of a high radiation background.

They &lso are afiocted by the nature of the bulk matrix and by self-shielding

in tha nuclear material.

The most accurate measurements are made in suitably diluted conditions

and prior to conditioning or compaction processes. This is often acknowledged

by a policy of measurement before conditioning, with later measurements acting

as a consistency check of package contents with previous measurements end

declarations.

The different detection techniques, their accuracy and their limits of

detection for drummed wastes before and after conditioning are given in

Tables 2.4 and 2.5. Under ideal conditions well-characterized non-conditioned

wastes can be assayed for Pu to ~5 mg and for fissile content to ~1 mg;

for conditioned wastes the comparable figures are ~0.5 g and 10 g.

Measurement times for most instruments are on the order of ~15 min., so

that complete measurements of plant output are at least feasible. The

calorimeter is an obvious exception because of its long measurement time

(~5 hours). However, it copes well with high level background radiation in

difficult environments ard can provide a useful consistency check of waste

heat output. Other devices usually will operate in fields up to

10 -10 R/hr before the measurement capability deteriorates. Bote

that the size of the waste package makes these instruments large, non-portable

and a considerable investment.

- 29 -
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2.4 Waste Conditioning Processes

2.4.1 Vitrification of Fission Product Waste Materials. All countries

which produce heat generating liquid waste (referred to as high level waste or

HLW elsewhere in this paper) from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel

recognize the desirability of solidifying the HLW. The usually favoured

solidification medium is borosilicate glass, but some further development work

is taking place into the possible use of Synroc, a synthetic rock material

which appears to be exceptionally resistant to ground water leaching even at

high temperatures.

(Synroc, developed in Australia, consists of the minerals 'hollandite'

(BaAloTi,0.,), perovskite (CaTiO ), zirconolite (CaZrTi_O ),

barium-feldspar (BaAl.Si 0 ), kalsilite (KAlSiO ) and leucite

(KAlSi_Cr). It is produced by melting a mixture of Tio., BaO, Sio ,

ZrO , Al.O-, CaO and K,0 at ~1300 C followed by slow cooling. In

operation it is envisaged that an intimate mixture of powdered Synroc and

calcined HLW would be hot-pressed at ~1200 - 1300°C inside a thick-walled

nickel canister for final disposal. Waste loadings of up to 20% are expected,

to be achieved and improved performance with respect to ground water leaching,

radiation stability and long-term geological stability are claimed in

comparison to borosilicate glass waste forms.)
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TABLE 2.4

HOH-CONDITIOKED WASTE

Applicable to B wide range of well-characterized waste types - combustible and

non-combustible, bulk density in the range of 0 - 1 g/cr»3.

Technique

Passive neutron

(i) Total

(ii) spontaneous
fission neutrons

Passive gamma

Active neutron

Active gamma

Calorimetry

Limit of Detection

5 mg Pu

25 mg 240Pu

Comments

200 liter drums - interference
from other spontaneous fission
sources and (a, n) neutron
emission

200 liter drums

10 m& *39Pu 200 liter drums*

1 mg of Pu or 235U 200 liter drums*

100 mg total actinides 200 liter drums (estimate)

10 g Pu 20C liter drums
Need isotopics

The techniques indicated are subject to the effects of self-shielding
when high concentrations of material are present in the drums (e.g. lumps
of Pu metal or HEU metal).

Detection limits shown assume low background conditions and no
significant concentration of fission products. Limits could be
considerably higher in high background areas, and some methods fail
completely in the presence of fission products.
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TABLE 2.4

SOHDITIONEP WASTE

The following values are for cemented waste with a bulk density in the range

.1.2 - ?, g/cma.

Technique Limit of Detection Comments

Passive neutron

(i) Total

(ii) spontaneous
fission neutrons
Passive gamma

Active neutron

Active gamma

Calorimetry

0.5 g Pu

0.5 g 240Pu

0.5 g Pu

10 g of Pu or 2 3 5U

200 liter drums - interference
from other spontaneous fission
sources and (a, n) neutron
emission

200 liter drums

200 liter drums*

500 liter drums* - developments
underway could reduce this value
substantially

100 g total actinides 500 liter drums

10 g Pu (estimate)
Measurement times depend on matrix.
Heed isotopics

The techniques indicated are subject to the effects of self-shielding
when high concentrations of material are present in the drums (e.g. lumps
of Pu metal or HEU metal).

Detection limits shown assume low background conditions. Limits could be
considerably higher in high background areas.
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Two main lines of melter development have been followed world-wide in

pursuit of vitrification technology as applied to HLW. These are the French

AVH process which has been chosen for the Windscale Vitrification Plant (WVP)

and the Joule Ceramic Melter process (JCM) which is favoured in the USA, the

German Federal Republic and Japan.

The vitrification process involves evaporation, drying and calcination

of the HLW followed by melting with glass-forming materials prior to pouring

into a steel container used for storage purposes. The borosilicate glass

product has a number of merits:

• A wide range of waste species (usually as oxides) can be

incorporated into the matrix;

• A monolithic material which has adequate durability and leach

resistance is produced;

• High loadings of waste (e.g. 25 - 35% as oxides) can be accommodated;

• Vitrification temperatures of 1050 - 1150 C can be employed, thus

allowing conventional ductile metal alloys to be used in the plant

fabrication;

• The product glass exhibits good radiation resistance;

• A controlled size of product is easily obtained by pouring or

casting and no applied pressure is required;

• The vitrified product in thick-walled carbon steel containers can be

stored in specially designed storage facilities or disposed to a

permanent repository.

2.4.2 Conditioning in a Bituminous Matrix. Immobilisation of medium

level waste (HLW) in bitumen-based matrices has been extensively researched in

the past. The general consensus appears to be that, although it has the

advantageous property of water resistance, a number of disadvantages preclude

its adoption generally as a favoured immobilisation medium. One disadvantage

is that it is susceptible to swelling and embrittlement under radiation.

Another is that it nay be a potential fire risk during storage or disposal.

2.4.3 Conditioning in a Cernant Matrix. Based on many years of

research, cement matrices have emerged as probably the most favoured option

for MLW immobilisation. The R & D programmes have shown that immobilised

products are safer for storage purposes than raw wastes.
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Bonding in a cement matrix has been shown to be a low-temperature,

simple yet flexible process which uses existing technology. Optimisation of

the procedures, including the formulation of mixes containing modifiers and

additives, has led to products with the following advantageous properties:

• Good strength, durability and radiation resistance.

• High pH cement environment which minimises actinide solubility and

hence migration opportunities.

One disadvantage with a cement matrix is the possibility of chemical

reactions taking place with certain waste streams. This might occur, for

example, where aluminium or alumino-ferric fiocs are used to scavenge dilute

waste solutions.

Encapsulated wastes in a cement matrix inside stainless steel storage

drums are expected to neve a useful guaranteed life for surface-engineered

storage and should also remain intact for centuries in a permanent repository.

2.4.4 Other Waste Conditioning Processes. Some work has been carried

out on other encapsulation/immobilisation techniques for specialised waste

streams,:

• Immobilisation of spent ion exchange resins in a water-extendible

vinyl ester matrix.

• Fixation of Kr in a nickel metal matrix. The results have

indicated that the product will retain the gas both under normal

storage conditions and during simulated accident conditions.

• Several inorganic iodides and carbonates have been investigated as

possible candidate waste forms for I and C (e.g. lead,

silver and bismuth salts).

• Metal matrices, e.g. zirconium are also being considered for the
3

immobilisation of H.

2.4.5 Recoverability of Conditioned Waste. It is unlikely that any

useful quantity of nuclear material could be recovered from conditioned

waste. The first step for glass or synroc waste would necessarily be

pulverization. This is a common engineering operation, but a truly fine

powder would be required if any subsequent chemical attack is to be

successful. The waste materials are not embedded in a glass matrix, they are

an integral part of that matrix.
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The fact that the desired elements are an integral part of a glass

matrix would also complicate chemical processing. The glass presumably would

dissolve in HF, but the solution would have to be converted from fluoride to

nitrate for further processing, or a new chemical flowsheet would have to be

developed.

Bitumenous and cement matrices present their own unique problems. A

cement matrix would not be overly difficult to pulverize, but the calcium and

aluminium silicates and hydroxides are notorious scavengers; they

unquestionably would frustrate subsequent attempts at chemical separation.

The organic composition of bitumen would similarly prove very frustrating to

the process chemists. The organic solvents for bitumen would not react with

the inorganic waste; the inorganic solvents needed for the waste would not

dissolve the bitumen, and potentially could react with it in undesired ways.

2.5 Waste Repositories

As noted in earlier discussions regarding measured discards, some low

level wastes are disposed of by ocean dumping or, for solid wastes, by shallow

land burial. For a variety of reasons, however, these forms of disposal are

out of favour, and increasing quantities of wastes of all forms are being

reserved or packaged for disposal in deep geologic;1, repositories. This is

especially true for wastes containing theoretically recoverable quantities of

nuclear materials.

Two basic types of geological repositories are being developed. One

type is based on deep underground salt domes; the other type is based on "hard

rock" (which may be granite, gneiss or basalt). The perceived advantage of

burial in salt is that the packaged wastes are assumed to be isolated from the

effects of water; the perceived advantage of hard rock is that chemical

migration rates for leached cations (if or when the primary containment

barriers are violated) are negligibly small. In both systems the presumption

(mandated by considerations of environmental protection, not safeguards) is

that the combination of waste packaging, burial medium and leach rate should

containment be broken are sufficient to keep the waste out of the biosphere

for at least 10 years.
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2. Verification that the fuel assembly emits Cerenkov radiation. While

this may be a useful verification, it is subject to several problems. One is
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Most permanent waste repositories are being developed on the assumption

that they will be used for unconditioned waste, for conditioned waste where

the State either has reprocessing facilities or has a commitment tc accept

back the conditioned wastes generated at a remote reprocessing facility, and

for unroprocessed spent fuel. It is tiie spent fuel which represents the

critical hazard and defines the repository design characteristics; the reader

is referred to Section 4.4 for a more complete description of repository

design characteristics.

It is important to recognize, however, that the coexistence of waste

materials and spent fuel at the same repository forces the development of

safeguards policies and procedures which take both materials into account.
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by transuranic isotopes, and fission product gamma rays make it impossible to

isotope. Recent studies show that it is possible
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3. SAFEGUARDS QUESTIONS WITH BEGABD TO WASTE

3.1 Safeguards Concarna

The are two basic safeguards concerns with waste nuclear materials. One,

the one usually discussed, is the possibility that the waste material might be

processed to recover the contained nuclear material. That is, the waste

material itself might be diverted. At present levels, the acquisition of an
23S

assumed 8 kgs Pu (or 75 Hgs U at reactor enrichments) through processing

of declared measured discards is at best barely credible. Waste generation,

however, is more or less a linear function of plant size. Wastes are by

nature dilute and often heavily contaminated with other metal ions or organic

materials, but diversion of waste materials is not necessarily to be excluded

as unrealistic.

The second problem, not as frequently discussed, is that the nuclear

material content of waste materials might be over-stated in order to conceal a

diversion elsewhere in the material balance. As a variant of this

possibility, the "over-statement" might consist of presenting the same waste

quantities for inspector verification more than once. Here too the

possibilities are in general only barely credible, but larger quantities

associated with larger facilities could permit larger falsifications, and

over-statement of waste quantities should not be excluded as unrealistic.

With nuclear material transfers between facilities the Agency always has

two verification opportunities. If quantity data related to a nuclear

material shipment is falsified and this fact is not detected by verification

at the shipping facility, the Agency has a second opportunity to detect the

falsification at the receiving facility. Similarly, if a facility attempts to

conceal diversion by falsifying physical inventory data, the quantity

represented by the falsification is transferred to the next material balance
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This does not necessarily mean that spent fuel will be placed in

permanent repositories "as is." Host repository designs call for fuel to be
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period and is subject to potential detection at that time. These second

opportunities may not be timely, and in some cases they may be more

theoretical than real, but they always exist.

In contrast, with measured discards or other situations in which

safeguards are terminated, the Agency does not have a second verification

opportunity. If waste discard data is overstated to conceal a diversion

elsewhere in the material balance, and the Agency's verifications do not

detect this fact, then the diversion concealment is successful, and the

diversion will never be detected.

3.2 Measurement Requirements

In recognition of the above safeguards concerns, it seems prudent to ask

whether all nuclear material waste quantities should be measured, and whether

those measurements should be verified, before safeguards are terminated.

(Question Ho. 1 for AGH consideration) Should the nuclear
material content of waste materials be determined by agreed
measurement procedures, and if so should reported measurement data
be verified by agreed inspection procedures, prior to placing
those wastes in permanent repositories and agreeing to a
termination of safeguards?

Waste materials frequently are not well characterized prior to discard.

Section 2.3 reviewed measurement procedures; the procedures in general have

both large uncertainties and unknown but possibly large potential biases. The

usual arguments are that the quantities are small, that the material is in any

case being discarded, and that therefore the time and effort required for

reasonable quality measurements cannot be justified.

The converse argument is that it is not the quantity being discarded, but

the uncertainty in that quantity, and the corresponding uncertainty introduced

into the material balance as a whole, which determines measurement

requirements. It is not important that waste measurements be precise, nor,

within limits, is it important that they be accurate. It is important that

the measurement uncertainty structure be reasonably well understood, and that

the contribution of waste measurement uncertainty in absolute terms be

consistent with other measurement uncertainties (likewise in absolute terms).
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In the context of international safeguards, the important question is the

confidence, or lack thereof, that discard quantities are not being inflated in

order to conceal missing material elsewhere in the material balance.

Waste measurements in general are best made on smaller waste volumes and

higher nuclear material concentrations. This requirement is not faithfully

honored; many facilities accumulate waste materials in 200 liter drums or

other large containers, with rather little attempt at physical segregation,

before considering measurement possibilities. However, waste which is not to

be conditioned typically is not further aggregated, and measurement

capabilities are more or less the same regardless of whether measurements are

performed immediately after waste collection or at the last moment before

final disposal.

For waste which is to be conditioned before final disposal, there are

other considerations. There are advantages to measuring unconditioned waste

rather than waste which has already been diluted by a further factor of four

or more. On the other hand waste which has been conditioned may be more

nearly homogeneous and uniform in composition. Measurement procedures which

look at signals coming from only a portion of the waste container (which

describes most NDA procedures) may be usable with greater confidence than

might be possible for unconditioned waste.

Section 3.4 considers safeguards aspects of the question as to whether

measurements on conditioned waste should be made before or after

conditioning.

In reviewing inspection criteria for all material types and locations,

SAGSI has advised thai the verification of measured discards and transfers to

retained waste should have the same priority as is according inventory

verifications of similar materials. Where transfers involve unirradiated

Plutonium or high enriched uranium in excess of agreed limits, SAGSI has

suggested that a somewhat higher priority may be justified, the argument being

that the Agency will never have a second opportunity [9].

- 39 -
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SAGSI's advice is not inconsistent with current practice, nor is it at

variance to the suggestion throughout this paper to the effect that the effort

devoted to measurement verification for waste materials should not be out of

proportion to the effort devoted to the verification of better grade

materials. The important parameter is the magnitude of the quantities being

discarded or transferred to retained waste. Where these quantities are small

relative to quantities of safeguards interest, little effort is justified. As

the quantities increase and become of safeguards interest, a consistent

verification effort is a logical requirement.

3.3 Unconditioned Wasta

3.3.1 Termination of Safeguards. At the present time the Agency

terminates safeguards for waste materials only through the mechanism of

measured discards. As discussed in Section 2.2, the Agency has adopted total

quantity limits for quantities of nuclear material which can be classed as

measured discards without speficic advance approval. Although the limits are

deliberately set very low, most existing facilities have kept their measured

waste discards below those limits.

Where larger quantities of waste are to be discarded, the desired

procedure is that the facility should consult with the Agency, who in turn

would either agree to a classification as measured discard or ask that the

removal be recorded as a transfer to retained waste. The Agency may also ask

to verify the nuclear material content, or to observe the operator's

measurements.

If material classified as retained waste remains in some retrievable

storage pending later decisions or actions regarding recovery or final

disposal, this is exactly what the retained waste category was intended to

accomplish. If retained waste in fact is disposed of, for example through

shallow land burial, then one may ask whether classification as retained waste

has made any positive contribution to safeguards. Retained waste is still

subject to safeguards (see Section 2.1.2), but practical implementation of

safeguards may be difficult. The Agency does not necessarily know that the

waste has vor has not) been buried, and unless the burial site is part of a

safeguarded facility the Agency may not know its location. Host burial sites
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accept large quantities of non-nuclear waste; performing any kind of

verification at a burial site raises a host of unresolved and possibly

unresolvable problems.

Larger facilities now being constructed or brought into service will not

be able to accept discard limits as low as 0.1 eff. kg per month, which is

equivalent in the case of plutonium to only 1.2 kgs Pu per year. Industrial

reprocessing plant discardable wastes (hulls, feed clarification sludges, plus

high and medium level liquid wastes) will certainly be more than an order of

magnitude larger. The Agency needs to define realistic limits, and

verification procedures, for termination of safeguards on unconditioned waste

quantities.

If total quantity per month or per year is no longer an acceptable

measured discard criterion, it may also be questioned whether concentration is

a good criterion. Concentration is not usually the critical variable in

defining recoverability. A very dilute solution which is otherwise relatively

pure probably could be made recoverable by evaporation, while a more

concentrated solution which is contaminated by the presence of large

concentrations of other (gamma emitting) elements could prove very difficult

to recover. The problem of concentration relative to contaminating elements

is of major importance in discussing wastes from reprocessing operations. Up

to now, however, the Agency has never considered any factor other than total

quantity in defining limits for measured discards.

In setting safeguards policy for waste, it is also necessary to consider

at what point the waste should be determined to be practicably irrecoverable.

For waste which does not require conditioning prior to final disposal, there

are two candidate answers to this question. One alternative is that the

determination could be based solely on dilution, contamination and total

quantity factors. The other is that the determination could be based on a

requirement that waste also be placed physically in a permanent repository

before safeguards can be terminated.

(Question No. 2 for AGM considaration) For waste which does
not require conditioning prior to final disposal, should the
Agency agree to classification of waste materials as measured
discards, and thereby to a termination of safeguards, whan the
total quantities thus classified are expected to be in the range
of several significant quantities per year?
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(Question No. 3 for AGM consideration) For waste which is
classified as measured discards in accordance with question No. 2,
should safeguards be terminated prior to the time when the waste
has been transferred to a permanent repository, or prior to the
time when the waste has passed a specific point in the operation
of that facility?

3.3.2 Safeguards Prior to Termination. Regardless of the exact point

at which it is agreed that safeguards may be terminated, it is also necessary

to consider what safeguards should apply prior to that determination. At the

present time material classified as retained waste is considered subject to

safeguards, but in fact no safeguards other than record-keeping are applied

once the transfer has occurred. (As discussed in Section 2.2, transfers to

retained waste are sometimes verified or observed.)

The application of safeguards to retained waste prior to its actual

discard logically should imply a significantly lower level of inspection

effort. To do otherwise would be to cause the retained waste designation to

lose its meaning. The category was defined to permit waste materials to be

removed from the material balance; doing so would have no purpose if the

resulting level of safeguards effort did not decrease.

(Question Bo. 4 for AGM consideration) For retained waste,
(i.e., waiite which is not classified as measured discards), which
the facility intends to dispose of in some manner such as shallow
land burial, what safeguards measures should the Agency
implement?

(Question No. 5 for AGM consideration) What level of
safeguards: effort should the Agency apply to material which meets
agreed criteria for termination of safeguards (measured discards)
which has not yet been discarded?

There appears to be no reason to apply considerations of timely detection

to stored waste materials prior to the termination of safeguards. Candidate

safeguards procedures would include the item counting of containers, the

verification of tag data on a random sampling basis, the random verification

of seals where significant quantities are stored under seal, etc.. It is

tempting to include a limited number of NDA measurements, but the accuracy

achievable with portable NDA measurement equipment, when applied to

heterogeneous waste materials, does not make this option attractive.
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3.4 Conditioned Waste

3.4.1 Termination of SafaRuards. The primary waste forms which will be

conditioned prior to disposal are high level liquid waste, leached hulls, and

various centrifuge sludges and filter cakes, all arising from reprocessing

plant operations. Two components of these waste materials make conditioning

important, one being gamma radiation levels from fission products, the other

being alpha-emitting isotopes of plutonium and trans-plutonium elements.

Unconditioned high ievel liquid waste is not practicably irrecoverable.

It is perhaps not economically recoverable, but papers have described

complexing agents which allegedly can remove 99.9% of all plutonium and

trans-plutonium nuclides from high level waste [see for example 7], Aside

from possible economic utilization of trans-plutonium nuclides, the motive for

performing such recovery would be to reduce the time during which the stripped

waste would be of environmental concern, should it escape from its

repository. Mixed fission product waste will have decayed to activity levels

comparable with natural uranium after 1000 years or so; alpha- emitting

Plutonium waste will not satisfy this criterion for perhaps 100,000 years or

longer.

On the other hand, this purpose of waste conditioning is to place the

alpha and gamma emitting nuclides in a chemical form which is as near to

totally inert as can be achieved. Small quantities of conditioned waste might

conceivably be crushed, dissolved and processed in laboratory experiments, but

it is difficult to believe that such laboratory processes could be extended to

the scale necessary to recover 8 kgs Pu or more in any practical time frame.

The nature of conditioning is to render waste practicably irrecoverable;

Agency safeguards logically should agree that this has occurred.

(Question No. 6 for AGM consideration) For conditioned
waste, should the Agency determine that waste materials are
practicably irrecoverable, and terminate safeguards, whan the
waste has baen conditioned for final disposal in accordance with
one of the processes described in Section 2.4, regardless of
whether it has been transferred to a permanent repository?
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3.4.2 Safeguards Prior to Conditioning. The safeguards measures

applied to waste which is to be conditioned and discarded, but which has not

yet actually been conditioned, should be similar in principle to measures

applied to waste which is not scheduled for conditioning. That is-, the

material should be transferred to the retained waste category, and some

non-zero level of safeguards should be applied where significant quantities

are involved, but this level of effort should still be below that applied to

materials which remain on the safeguarded material balance. Once conditioning

has occurred the waste may be reassigned to the measured discard category,

presumably through the bookkeeping mechanism of first taking the material back

into inventory, then transferring it to measured discards.

3.4.3 Safeguards After Conditioning. If safeguards are terminated as

suggested in Section 3.4.1, the waste would no longer be subject to any form

of safeguards once it has been conditioned and transferred to the measured

discard category. This specifically applies not only where final disposal

occurs, but also in those cases where conditioning is proceeding in advance of

a final decision on the location or other details of the permanent repository

itself.

- 44 -
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4. NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFEGUARDS FOR SPENT FUEL

4.1 Spant Fual Definitions and Descriptions

The term "spent fuel" can be used to refer to a broad range of physical

and chemical material forms. As examples, "spent fuel" includes:

MAGNOX and other natural uranium metal fuel forms;

LWR fuel (which exists in three basic designs (BWR, PWR, WWER) and

numerous less important variations);

On-load reactor fuel (CANDU, also several variations on that

design);

ThO.UO.C fuel forms from high temperature gas-cooled reactor

designs;

Various breeder reactor fuel forms;

A variety of research reactor fuel designs.

Of these various fuel forms, most of the uranium metal (MAGNOX) fuel and

much LWR fuel is being or will be reprocessed. The option of placing spent

LWR fuel in a permanent repository is being seriously discussed, however, and

it is clear that some LWR fuel will be placed in permanent repositories

without reprocessing. This is even more true with regard to thermal recycle

MOX fuel assemblies, which may contain plutonium with high concentrations of
240 . 242,,

Pu and Pu.

The general physical characteristics of LWR fuel are well known. In

terms of the discussions here, the most important characteristics are that the

fuel assemblies are several meters long, that they consist of an assemblage of

individual fuel pins which in many cases can be relatively easily
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procedure. Even if all other problems can be resolved, the problem of
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disassembled, and that tho total fuel weight is in the range of 250 - 500

kgs. Fu concentration at discharge is generally assumed to be about 1%

relative to uranium, but could be less in earlier low burn up fuels. The

reader who wishes more information is referred to [10,11,12,13].

On-load refuelling reactors (i.e., the Canadian CAUDU reactor and similar

designs) were not designed with reprocessing in mind. Some fuel has been

reprocessed, and several States are pursuing the reprocessing option, but

final disposal in permanent repositories is an important option with regard to

on-load reactor fuel. Long-term retrievable storage is also an important

option. (The distinction between "retrievable" and "practicably

irrecoverable" is discussed in Section 5.1 below.)

On-load reactor fuels are also extensively described in the safeguards

literature (see for example [11,14,15]). The fuel assemblies (commonly

referred to as fuel bundles) are significantly shorter, and fuel pins are not

assembled in a manner which makes for easy disassembly, since the total burn

up is less than 10 000 MWD/t, the final Pu content is only about 0.4% instead

of 1%.

It was generally assumed when high temperature gas-cooled reactors

(WTGRs) were designed that the associated ThO.UO.C fuels would be

reprocessed. However, development of a viable reprocessing technology has

proven more difficult than was anticipated. The economic incentive for

reprocessing has also largely disappeared, and present design assumptions are

that these fuels will not be reprocessed.

No "standard" HTGR design has evolved. One design of safeguards interest

is the so-called pebble-bed reactor in the GFR, which is fuelled using

spherical fuel elements composed of a thorium-uranium-graphite matrix encased

in a pure graphite shell. Fuel element diameter is about 6 cm. "Pebbles"

will be collected in special drums for storage pending final decisions

regarding conditioning and disposal.
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As with HTGRs, fast breeder reactors are few in number and in many

respects individual in design. All involve a central core region surrounded

by a thick blanket region, and all use fuel assemblies composed of relatively

small diameter pins. Assemblies normally are welded, making disassembly

difficult.

Depleted uranium blanket assemblies from breeder reactors typically are

scheduled for reprocessing, as a source of plutonium for subsequent cores.

Fuel assemblies in the central core region may or may not be reprocessed,

depending at least in part on the ratio of fissile odd isotopes to non-fissile

even isotopes. (The fast neutron spectrum in a breeder reactor can remove

even isotopes faster than they are produced.) Also, the core and the axial

blanket often are contained within the same fuel pins, and the axial blanket

definitely contains potentially useful plutonium. Thus some breeder reactor

core assemblies may be reprocessed-, others may be scheduled for disposal in a

permanent repository without reprocessing.

4.2 Spent Fuel Measurement Procedures

The Agency's basic safeguards approach for reactor fuel assemblies is one

of item accountancy. It is assumed that fuel assemblies can be treated as

identifiable (or at least countable) items, rather than as material

quantities. The basic principle is that the integrity of the individual items

can be assured, either because fuel assembly tampering would be sufficiently

difficult that it can be considered unlikely, or because safeguards measures

are implemented to verify or assure that integrity in fact has not changed.
235

The initial U and U content as stated (and verified) at the time of

fabrication is important in the sense that it is information which will be

needed later when the spent fuel is reprocessed, but it is not essential

information in terms of safeguards for spent fuel. The Agency's assurance of

non-diversion is expressed in terms of an assurance that all .assemblies can be

accounted for (and have not been tampered with), not in terms of kilograms of

U or Pu.

The success of item accountancy as a safeguards approach obviously is

critically dependent on the Agency being able to implement measures which

provide an acceptable assurance'of continued item integrity. Host safeguards
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An exception is made, however, for spent fuel classed as "difficult to
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rely heavily on a combination of seals and video or film camera surveillance

to provide the required assurance of integrity; more recently the alternative

of re-verifying integrity by NDA measurement has been given increased

attention.

It is not appropriate here to digress into a discussion of safeguards

practices for spent fuel at reactors or away-front-reactor storage facilities.

However it is important to note that both relying on C-S measures to preserve

integrity and using NDA measures to re-verify integrity have practical

difficulties which are unlikely to be resolved in the immediate future.

The problem which does need to be recognised is that spent fuel will

arrive at a permanent storage repository (or more correctly at a preparation

facility which may or may not be collocated) with a presumption that its

integrity has been preserved, but with an important question as to whether

this in fact has been the case. As with waste material (see Section 3.1)

final disposal removes the nuclear material from Agency verification. If

diversion has occurred and has not been detected at the time of disposal, then

it will never be detected, because the Agency never will have another

verification opportunity.

It is easy to suggest that the Agency should perform one final

verification on spent fuel prior to its being placed in a permanent storage

repository. It is not so simple to define meaningful and workable

verification procedures. Starting from the simplest verification, the choices

include (the choices are not mutually exclusive; combinations not only are

possible but may be desirable):

1. Visual confirmation that the fuel assembly looks intact, and for LWR

fuel, that it bears the correct serial identification. If earlier C-S

measures have in fact been effective, then this simple verification assures

that the correct fuel assembly is being placed in final disposal, and arguably

is all that may be required.
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2. Verification that the fuel assembly emits Cerenkov radiation. While

this may be a useful verification, it is subject to several problems. One is

that at the time of final disposal spent fuel is likely to have cooled for a

minimum of 5 or 10 years. (Heat transfer is one of the major design

considerations in permanent repository design.) Another is that the fuel

assembly either (a) will have been removed from underwater storage at some

time prior to shipment to the preparation facility, or (b) will be removed

from underwater storage as one of the first preparatory actions prior to

disposal. Since Cerenkov radiation is detectable only in transparent

hydrogenous media (usually water), this verification may be technically

impossible at final disposal preparatory facilities.

3. NDA measurement of gamma or neutron emission, either passively or in

an active interrogation mode. NDA confirmation that spent fuel emits neutrons

characteristic of plutonium and/or gamma rays characteristic of fission

products.

A. True NDA measurement, as a means of confirming that fuel assemblies

are 1007. intact, is more difficult. During a recent Advisory Group Meeting on

"Methods and Techniques for NDA Safeguards Measurements of Power Reactor Spent

Fuel" [16], NDA measurements for spent fuel were discussed in detail. All of

the methods discussed have recognized problems, but some could be developed

for potential use for quantitative verification of spent fuel for final

disposal. There is a second problem, however, that the Agency does not know,

except in the form of an unverified and probably unverifiable operator
235

statement, how much residual U and produced Pu should be present.

Determination of how much is present, even under optimistic assumptions

regarding accuracy and precision, cannot be used as a verification if the

numbers being verified are not known.

The fork detector is generally considered the best available instrument

for NDA measurements on spent fuel. The fork detector system was developed by

LANL in response to an IAEA request for a transportable detector that could

quickly measure Pu content of spent fuel assemblies in a spent fuel pond.

Since its first use in 1982, this detector and its variants have been used at

many nuclear facilities around the world.

The ION-1 fork detector, however, cannot directly measure the uranium and

plutonium content of spent fuel assemblies. Neutron emissions are dominated
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by transuranic isotopes, and fission product gamma rays make it impossible to

see gamma rays from the fuel isotope. Recent studies show that it is possible

to detect differences of 20% or more if the operator's stated burn up is

accepted as unfalsifled. With present instruments it is difficult to detect

differences of less than 10%. A recent report by Rinard and Bosler [17]

examines the question of using the fork detector to verify the operator's

stated burn up, and thereby to use the instrument as a true verification

technique.

Another possible technique is active neutron interrogation. This method

would be able to provide a quantitative measure of the fissile content of

spent fuel, and there are cases of this method being used in reprocessing

plants. Due to the complexity of the equipment at the present time, there are

no active development projects. Different schemes are feasible, e.g. direct

counting of the induced neutrons, coincidence counting or counting of the

delayed neutrons, making it feasible in some cases to possibly distinguish
235,, . 239,,

between U and Pu.

The technique or procedure utilized will greatly depend on at what stage

the spent fuel will be available tor NDA verification before final disposal.

It is understood that the methods described here would preferably be used in

the preparatory facility, before the fuel becomes inaccessible. Continuity of

knowledge presumably would then be maintained by using appropriate

surveillance instruments.

It is not clear whether the State Authority or the plant operator would

require NDA verifications before final disposal. In such a case it would be

useful if in-plant equipment could be authenticated and --^a by the Agency for

its verifications.

4.3 Spent Fuel Conditioning Processes

Host spent fuel will not be conditioned, as that term was used in

Chapters 2 and 3, prior to final disposal. Various conditioning schemes have

been studied, but most have been dropped as adding significantly to cost while

not adding significantly to containment.
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This does not necessarily mean that spent fuel will be placed in

permanent repositories "as is." Most repository designs call for fuel to be

dismantled to reduce space requirements. (The achievable degree of compaction

is not likely to be larger than a factor of two, but if shielding is to be

left in place even this reduction could be of importance.) This spent fuel

"conditioning" could occur either at a surface facility located at the

repository site or at a separate preparatory facility.

Either way, the deliberate disassembly of spent fuel for space saving

reasons introduces the possibility of undeclared pin removal at the

preparatory facility during disassembly operations. Undeclared pin removal is

generally recognized as a possibility that is not well covered by current

safeguards practices at reactors; clearly it must be an important

consideration in the development of safeguards approaches for preparatory

facilities and the final disposal of disassembled spent fuel.

4.4 Spant Fuel Repositories

4.4.1 Canada. Canada currently is storing spent fuel underwater, and

expects to continue to do so for some decades, at which time the future need

for the contained plutonium hopefully will be more clear. Above ground dry

storage canister (silos) have also been constructed at two sites, and are

demonstrating that long term dry storage is a feasible option. Neither of

these possibilities, however, are intended to qualify as final disposal, and

neither design details nor safeguards procedures need further consideration

here.

However, studies also are in progress with regard to final disposal of

spent fuel in plutonic rock (e.g., granite) [18,19]. To give here only the

details of potential relevance to safeguards, the conceptual design calls for

CANDU reactor fuel bundles to be placed in thin-walled containers, probably

constructed of a titanium alloy for corrosion resistance, with the free space

being filled with some particulate matter.
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3
The conceptual disposal "mine" has a capacity of 190 x 10 metric tons

of spent fuel, and would require perhaps 40 years to fill. (The projected
3

"need," if no fuel is reprocessed, is 120 x 10 metric tons.) Containers

would be placed in vertical holes at a depth of 500 to 1000 meters. The holes

would be drilled oversize, back-filled with a mixture of clay and crushed

granite, then re-drilled, thereby providing a sand-clay diffusion barrier

immediately surrounding the fuel containers.

As portions of the mine are filled, access tunnels would be back-filled

with mixtures of crushed granite and bentonite clay, combined with concrete

seals at appropriate points. The storage is intended to be permanent, no

provisions are included for possible retrievable at an undefined later date.

4.4.2 United Statea of America. The U.S.A. is studying three potential

sites for a permanent repository for spent fuel, but does not expect a

selection to be made for some years. Actual operation is currently assumed to

begin in 2003 [20].

As an interim measure, the U.S.A. is exploring the developmer.t of what is

referred to as Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS). This would be a surface

facility with a storage capacity suitable for 5 year storage of spent fuel

pending delivery to the permanent repository. The MRS also would serve as a

preparation and packaging facility, dismantling assemblies and repackaging the

fuel pins in more compact arrays for disposal.

Clearly the MRS cannot be considered as final disposal, justifying a

decision to terminate safeguards. However the monitored retrievable storage

facility is of interest in the context of this meeting because it includes all

the preparation and repackaging actions which will occur in connection with

other permanent repositories.

No technical description of the planned monitored retrievable storage

facility or the manner in which it will prepare fuel for final disposal is

known to have been published.
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4.4.3 Sweden. Sweden has elected to follow the once-through fuel

cycle, with no reprocessing. (Indeed, Sweden has now elected to phase out

nuclear power by the year 2010). After perhaps five to ten years storage at

the reactors, spent fuel will be shipped to an interim storage facility known

by the acronym CLAB, an underground wet storage facility with a present

capacity of about 3000 t U [21, 22]. Some consideration is also being given

to dry storage in a manner «imilar to interim storage at the Gorleben facility

in the GFR. There is of course no suggestion that these facilities qualify as

rendering spent fuel practically irrecoverable.

Plans for final disposal of spent fuel in Sweden are still being

developed. The CLAB facility, possibly augmented by a dry storage facility,

is assumed to be adequate for a reference storage time of forty years,

allowing time to consider final disposal carefully.

Although UO is commonly considered to be insoluble in water, it is

commonly recognized that selected fission products could leach from exposed

spent fuel pellets at an unacceptable rate, and that any final disposal of

spent fuel must be based on isolation of the fuel from potential ground water

leaching, in Sweden it is currently proposed that this should be accomplished

by placing a group of fuel assemblies (not disassembled) into a copper

container, and then back-filling with either lead or copper powder. In the

lead version the container would simply be sealed by welding. In the copper

version the container would be sealed by hot isostatic pressing in order to

compact and sinter the copper into a solid matrix.

The eventual "mine" is likely to be conceptually similar to other designs

which have been published, except that a disposal depth of 500 meters is

proposed. Engineering details have not been published, but there is no

indication that shielding other than that provided by the reference 4 cm

copper container would be left in place when fuel is placed in the permanent

storage repository.
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4.4.4 German Fadaral Republic. The German Federal Republic (GFR) is

pursuing both reprocessing of LWR fuels at a site near Wackersdorf and final

disposal in a facility being developed at a site near Gorleben. In general

reprocessing is foreseen as the preferable alternative, but the Gorleben

disposal site is needed in any case for "non-heat-generating" wastes, and

development of the necessary spent fuel disposal technology is proceeding in

parallel with waste disposal technology.

As described in recent references [e.g., 23, 24] fuel assemblies will be

brought to the disposal site in standard spent fuel transport casks, probably

the dry storage CASTOR-type casks being used for intermediate storage at the

Gorleben facility. One design then calls for placing three intact FWS fuel

assemblies into a primary carbon steel container; another design assumes

disassembly in order to fit larger number of assemblies into a disposal

container of about the same dimensions.

The GFR design assumes that shielding necessary in order to move the

primary storage container into position would be left in place. This somewhat

increases the total storage volume required, but is not as bad as it sounds

because the primary storage space consideration is the separation required for

heat transfer.
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5. SAFEGUARDS POLICY ISSUES FOR SPENT FUEL

It cannot be argued that spent fuel, as it is discharged from the

reactor, qualifies as being practicably irrecoverable. LWR fuel is being

recovered routinely in several States, and both on-load reactor and FBR fuel

has been recovered to a more limited extent. Larger FBR reprocessing plants

are on the drawing boards, and presumably will be constructed on a schedule

consistent with the operation of fast breeder reactors themselves.

It likewise cannot be argued that spent fuel which has been stored for

ten years or longer is practicably irrecoverable. The total fission product

radiation from spent fuel decreases significantly in the first years, such

that a number of the major problems in reprocessing (radiation damage to

organic chemicals, shielding, control of environmental releases, etc..) become

easier to deal with as spent fuel is allowed to cool.

HTGR fuel is not necessarily an exception to I.hese generalities, even

though commercial reprocessing of HTGR fuel is unlikely. The outline of a

recovery process for ThO VO C HTGR fuels has been defined 125], and

although this process may never be economically attractive it is generally

agreed that economic considerations should not be accepted as a major

deterrent to a divertor.

However, it is equally difficult to define meaningful safeguards

procedures for spent fuel placed in permanent repositories without going

beyond the basic safeguards model based on independent verification of

operator/State material or item accountancy measurement data. (See, for

example, [24]). The basic premise of the permanent repository is that the

spent fuel is disposed of in a way which isolates it from the biosphere,

specifically including accidental access by man. This premise is in direct

conflict with the basic premise of international safeguards, that nuclear

material can be made available for inspection at suitable intervals.
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It is perhaps worth considering briefly what the objective might be in

trying to apply safeguards to permanent repositories, without worrying too

much whether the objective or means are legitimately within the scope of

current safeguards agreements. It should be assumed that safeguards measures

applied at the time spent fuel was placed in the repository were adequate to

provide an assurance as to what was being disposed of. If this is correct

then the Agency likewise should have an adequate assurance that it knows what

spent fuel has not been placed in the repository, and therefore is still

subject to safeguards. Continuing safeguards measures for spent fuel not in

the repository are outside the scope of this paper.

what remains, clearly, is to maintain a continuing assurance that spent

fuel placed in a permanent repository is still there. As one alternative this

assurance may come from a belief that the repository is as permanent as its

name implies, therefore no continuing safeguards measures are needed. A

second alternative is to suggest th.it a repository which has been filled and

closed qualifies as permanent, but that a repository which is still open and

accepting additional fuel does not qualify. Yet a third alternative, of

course, is to argue that even a permanent repository which has been filled and

closed requires some continuing levsl of safeguards to provide an assurance

that it has not been reopened.

In both of the latter alternatives one may ask whether it is the fuel or

the repository which is being safeguarded. Verification that spent fuel is

still present is not really important, what is important is that spent fuel is

not being brought to the surface and transferred off site.

Thus, among others, the Advisory Group is asked to consider the following

questions :

(Question No. 7 for AGM consideration) Does the act of
placing spent fuel in a permanent storage repository constitute
making that spent fuel practicably irrecoverable?

(Question No. 8 for AGM consideration) If the answer to the
above question is yes, under what circumstances (e.g., at what
point in the process of final disposal) should the Agency
determine that the spent fual has become practicably
irracoverable, and accordingly terminate saf«guards?
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(Question No. 9 for AGH consideration) If the answer to the
above question is no, what continuing safeguards measures should
the Agency apply to spent fuel which has been placed in a
permanent storage repository?

5.1 Measurement Requirements

5.1.1 LWR Fuel. Section 3.1 argued that it was essential that the

nuclear material content of: waste be measured and verified prior to final

disposal, on the grounds that otherwise the overstatement of nuclear material

in waste would constitute an open path which could be used to conceal

diversion of more valuable nuclear material forms. A measurement/verification

requirement exists for spent LWR fuel, but the justification is significantly

different, and the information which must be verified is significantly

different.

The Agency's safeguards approach for spent LWR fuel assumes that

assemblies can be treated as identifiable items, and that the integrity of the

items either can be preserved or can be re-established at suitable intervals.

As discussed in Section 4.2, it is not directly important to safeguards how

much plutonium is contained in spent fuel at the time of reactor discharge.

The spent fuel verification method most favored by inspectors is commonly

referred to as the Cerenkov Night Viewing Device (CKVD). Early versions

required that facility lighting be reduced to near zero (which operators

understandably were reluctant to do), but the latest versions are sensitive to

ultraviolet wavelengths not present in most facility lighting, and eliminate

this restriction. The technique requires that the top of the fuel assembly be

visually accessible (and that the inspector be able to position himself

directly above the assembly), but does not require that assemblies be

disturbed.

There are questions, however, about the effectiveness of CBVD in detecting

missing fuel pins under the assumption that some form of substitution has

occurred. This arises because the CNVD does not detect fuel pins as such, but

rather detects a pattern of dark spots (created by fuel pins) in an otherwise

more or less uniform blue glow. So long as there at° sufficient valid fuel
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pins to provide the necessary blue glow, any object of the right shape (a

hollow steel rod probably would do) could create a dark spot and therefore

appear to represent a fuel rod.

The alternative usually discussed is to verify Pu content. Such

verifications suffer from a number of problems.

(a) Currently available techniques are not sufficiently accurate to

detect a Pu discrepancy equivalent to 1 or 2 missing fuel pins.

(b) Currently available techniques require that spent fuel be moved,

at least to the extent of raising it from its storage location, and

facility operators are reluctant to assume the financial liability should

fuel cladding integrity be lost during the verification operations.

(c) The inspector normally has no independently verifiable knowledge

of how much Pu was present at the time of discharge, and therefore has

difficulty in interpreting observed Pu content in the context of possible

removals.

(d) Where solutions to the above problems can be identified,

verification of spent fuel by Pu measurement may put the inspector in the

position of attempting a form of materials accountancy, not item

accountancy. (The observation of an anomaly suggesting that diversion has

occurred would now be based on apparently missing Pu, not on apparently

missing fuel pins.) This problem might be avoided, however, by agreeing

that anomalies revealed by NDA measurement should be resolved by a more

careful verification of the fuel assemblies in question, using techniques

(not here defined) which could detect missing fuel pins.

Where spent fuel is dismantled preparatory to final disposal, some of the

above arguments cease to be important. The fuel is now being handled anyway,

so an NDA measurement presumably could be integrated into the routine handling

sequence. However, new arguments appear. The fuel is no longer under water,

so Cerenkov radiation no longer exists. (It may have decayed to non-useful

levels in any case, if fuel is stored for a decade or longer prior to final

disposal.) Neutron measurements depend on the presence of water to act as a

neutron moderator. Neutrons emitted by spent fuel in air are fast neutrons,

and have completely different detection characteristics. This might be

resolved by using polyethylene moderator blocks as part of the measurement
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procedure. Even if all other problems can be resolved, the problem of

insufficient measurement accuracy is unlikely to be solved in the near

future.

One should not lose sight of the possibility that a selection of redundant

and independent C-S measures might also be used to reduce or eliminate the

need for NDA verifications. Reactor safety designers have long recognized

that if two are necessary for redundancy, then three are necessary to permit

one to bc> out of service. Examples exist where it is generally agreed that

more than three are required. The same argument logically could be applied to

safeguards; the question is purely one of "how much is enough."

"Redundant and independent" C-S should be understood as meaning exactly

that, however. Using two cameras adds little in the way of redundancy and

nothing in the way of independence. An "unidentifiable black object" in one

camera is likely to be just as unidentifiable in another, and both cameras

will fail if the lights are turned out. An infra-red camera, a crane monitor,

seals, radiation detectors, and laser surveillance are examples of

possibilities which might qualify as redundant and independent. There has

been little useful R & D work on adaptation of these technologies to the

requirements of international safeguards.

5.1.2 On-Load Reactor Fuel. On-load reactor fuel is not easily

dismantled, and so far as is known all permanent repository plans assume that

fuel bundles will be packaged and disposed of without dismantling. This

somewhat simplifies the safeguards problem, except that this is a long chain,

and weak links are likely to develop. Nevertheless, it should be sufficient

to apply C-S measures at the surface facility where fuel bundles are packaged

for disposal, to ensure that all bundles declared to be placed in disposal

containers in fact are placed there. Pu quantity measurements should be

unnecessary.

5.1.3 HTGR Reactor Fuels. In all known HTGR reactor designs spent fuel

is packaged for disposal, and in many cases conditioned as for waste

materials, at the reactor site. No further measurements should be necessary.
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5.2 Safeguards Haaauras Prior to Final Disposal

Aside from the question of spent fuel measurement of verification, it is

necessary to recognize a distinction between safeguards to be applied to spent

fuel up to the point of final disposal and safeguards to be applied to spent

fuel which has been placed in a permanent storage repository. Regardless of

whether the Agency terminates safeguards for spent fuel which has been placed

in a permanent storage repository, safeguards must still be applied up to the

time the storage/disposal container is placed in the underground repository.

It is also necessary to make a distinction between a permanent repository

which is still open for the receipt of additional fuel and one which has been

filled and closed.

This present Section 5.2 addresses the question of safeguards to be

applied to spent fuil preparatory facilities prior to actual final disposal.

The primary concern is the need to provide an assurance that individual fuel

pins (or whole fuel assemblies) were not removed prior to placing assemblies

in final storage containers. A secondary concern, however, is the need to

provide an assurance that fuel assemblies were intact (i.e., had retained

their integrity) on arrival at the preparatory facility. Final disposal of

spent fuel gives an assumed divartor an excellent opportunity to bury all

evidence of diversion.

Section 5.3 considers the two alternatives, "determine that spent fuel has

been rendered practicably irrecoverable and terminate safeguards" and

"continue safeguards" in the context of repositories that are still open.

Section 5.4 addresses the question of repositories that have been closed.

However, this problem is unlikely to arise for some decades and the treatment

is accordingly very general.

As a general statement, Agency safeguards policies require that all

nuclear material quantities, including those under seal or video surveillance,

be reverified. The frequency and extent of reverification is somewhat

dependent on C-S measures, but the fundamental requirement is always there.
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An exception is made, however, for spent fuel classed as "difficult to

access". (The classification includes spent fuel in welded containers, spent

fuel under liquid sodium, or more generally any spent fuel which could not be

moved to a location where verification could occur in less than four hours.)

The policy provides that spent fuel which was verified prior to becoming

difficult to access need not be reverified, on any frequency, so long as

acceptable C-S measures can provide an unbroken confirmation of verification

integrity [26].

All spent fuel must be "prepared" for final disposal, meaning thereby

that, as a minimum, it must be placed in some sealed outer container.

Additional preparatory actions which may occur include dismantling LWR

assemblies to achieve more compact storage and filling the space around fuel

pins with some inert and absorbent material (e.g., a mixture of sand and

clay). These preparatory actions are not necessarily synonymous with

conditioning, as that term was used in the chapters on disposal of waste.

Waste conditioning effectively rendered any residual nuclear material content

irrecoverable; packaging of spent fuel provides a greater degree of

containment, but does not in itself make the spent fuel particularly difficult

to access and recover.

No specific permanent repository currently exists, or is likely to exist

for some years. However, it is important to recognize that safeguards for

spent fuel dismantling or preparatory facilities is an unresolved safeguards

problem, and to turn the attention of appropriate technical experts to its

resolution.

Several supposed possibilities may be identified and shown to have serious

technical problems. Reliance on C-S measures, and in particular on video

surveillance systems, is likely to prove extremely complex, especially where

fuel dismantling occurs. C-S measures work well in completely static

environments; they can work acceptably where nuclear material movements occur

but are rare and are well defined. It is unrealistic to expect that inspector

interpretation of video images taken at intervals of some minutes can provide

an adequate assurance that fuel dismantling activities are 100% in accordance

with declared procedures.
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The "penetration monitoring" concept of C-S, in which both video cameras

and other sensors are used to ensure that no fuel moves through penetrations

which conceivably could be used to divert spent fuel, may have some potential

advantages. This concept was largely dropped when it was found unsuitable for

use in reprocessing plants; it would require a significant amount of R & D

work to determine whether it could be used for spent fuel preparatory

facilities.

Neither conventional C-S measures nor penetration monitoring in themselves

would answer the question raised in Section 4.2 concerning the possibility

that diversion might have occurred earlier.

Materials accountancy appears to offer essentially no useful prospects at

all. The Agency has no verified knowledge of how much plutonium or residual
235

U should be in spent fuel; verifying how much is actually present serves

no useful safeguards purpose. (This does not preclude qualitative UDA

verifications; the subject is materials accountancy not fuel integrity).

A 1007. inspector presence at the conditioning facility likewise has its

problems, not the least being the probably unacceptable demands it would place

on inspection resources. Inspector presence is always easy to suggest; it is

easy to assume that an inspector would recognize a diversion if he were

present and saw it happening. The assumption of 100% inspector presence,

however, usually means exactly that. If the operator takes a coffee break,

the inspector must remain on duty lest some other employee enter the area and

effect a diversion in his absence. Guard services, which likewise provide

true 100% coverage, assume as many as eight guards to cover a single post.

(Host facilities have several posts to be guarded, and the average number of

guards per post can be reduced significantly. It is never less than four,

however.)

The above somewhat pessimistic review suggests that an increased attention

should be given to technical aspects of defining a safeguards approach for

preparatory facilities associated with spent fuel disposal.

The Advisors are asked to discuss the problems out'lined
above, aiid to provide suggestions regarding an K & O program
leading to the development of an acceptable safeguards approach
for spent fuel dismantling/preparatory facilities.
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5.3 Safeguards for a Repository which is Open

5.3.1 Permanent Repository versus Long-Term Retrievable Storage. If

safeguards for spent fuel are to be terminated on the argument that the fuel

has been rendered practicably irrecoverable, it is important to draw a

distinction between permanent repositories and long-term retrievable storage

facilities. Several States have considered that the spent fuel reprocessing

decision should be postponed for some number of decades, but that an

irreversible decision at this time that spent fuel would never be reprocessed

might be unwise.

In line with this "decision to postpone a decision," so-called long-term

retrievable storage facilities have been designed. These facilities in many

respects accomplish the same objective as permanent repositories in that they

remove spent fuel from the biosphere, but they do so in a manner consciously

designed to permit later retrieval. In most cases eventual retrieval is more

or less mandatory, in that the facilities are designed for decades or even a

century or so, but are not expected to provide the desired degree of isolation
4 5

for 10 or 10 years, the usual assumption with permanent repositories.

Given that the storage facility was specifically designed to preserve or

facilitate the eventual retrieval option, it is difficult to argue that the

contained spent fuel has been rendered practicably irrecoverable. The

discussions in this paper should be understood as applying specifically to

permanent repositories, not to long-term retrievable storage facilities.

5.3.2 Determination of Practicably Irrecoverable. There have been

various suggestions that a repository would constitute a "plutonium mine"

which, i. safeguards were not applied, could be tapped by a divertor without

fear of detection. The engineering feasibility of tapping this plutonium mine

is a subject which could be debated at length. The industrial world's major

architect-engineering firms have considerable engineering expertise; there is

little basis for arguing that they would find the task impossible. On the

other hand it is certain that they would find the task difficult, and that

they would require time, money and manpower.
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The re-opening of the original vertical access shaft and horizontal

access tunnels should present no significant difficulties, given that accurate

maps of the original locations were still available. The time required ta

perform this re-opening presumably would be comparable to the time required

for the original initial construction. Once these basic access tunnels were

complete, however, the diversion team necessarily would have to move more

carefully, the danger being that the heavy earth-moving equipment might break

a fuel assembly and expose plutonium to the working environment. In the

initial years the spent fuel may reasonably be expected to be where it was

placed, but migration is one of the geological phenomena allowed for in the

design work, especially for salt formations, and as the time since placement

increases the diversion team might need to give an increased consideration to

the possibility that the fuel was no longer exactly where the drawings said it

should be.

This latter consideration, the danger that the diversion team might break

a fuel assembly, suggests that one important safeguards consideration perhaps

should be the degree of structural containment left in place around embedded

fuel assemblies. Repositories which place fuel assemblies in shielded

containers and leave the shielding in place may be at least marginally easier

to "mine" than those which recover the shielding and leave the assemblies in

relatively thin-walled containment canisters.

Leaving aside the question of whether a permanent repository constitutes

a plutonium mine, the basic premise in placing spent fuel in a permanent

repository is that the fuel should be totally removed from the biosphere - it

should be disposed of in the everyday meaning of that expression. A

repository will require continuous monitoring by State authorities even after

it has been closed and sealed, but this monitoring will be performed on the

ground surface above the repository, or in test borings drilled for the

purpose around the disposal site, and will not involve access to the spent

fuel itself.

(Questions No. 10-13 for AGB Considération) Should the
Agency determine that spent fuel which has bean placed in a
permanent repository has become pra<*.xcably irrecoverable, and
terminate safeguards?

If the answer is in the affirmative, at what point on its
route from reactor to possible AFR storage to preparation
facility to permanent repository does spent fuel become
practicably irrecoverable?
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What measurements or verifications should be performed on
spent fuel prior to a determination that it is practicably
irrecoverable?

What verifications or continuing safeguards maasures should
be required subsequent to measurement yet prior to determination
that the fuel has become practicably irrecoverable?

5.3.3 Continuation of Safeguards. The counter argument to Section

5.3.2, the alternative answer to the first question posed at the beginning of

this Chapter, is that spent fuel should not be considered practicably

irrecoverable even when it has been placed in a permanent repository designed

to provide "final disposal," and that some presumably reduced level of

safeguards effort should be continued indefinitely. The arguments in support

of this alternative are essentially the opposite of those presented in Section

5.3.2. In particular the argument is that a permanent repository constitutes

a plutonium mine which in the absence of safeguards could be tapped without

fear of detection.

Without here arguing the merits (or lack of merit) of the above

arguments, it is important to give some consideration to the nature of the

safeguards which might be applied. Materials accountancy (or its close

counterpart, item accountancy), which according to INFCIRC/153 is to be the

primary safeguards measure, simply would not be possible. The Agency can (and

presumably should, in any case) maintain book records on the spent fuel placed

in the repository. No spent fuel shipments would occur, though it is not

clear how the Agency would verify this fact. However, the spent fuel has been

rendered inaccessible; any attempt to take or verify a physical inventory

would be completely out of the question. Without physical inventories

materials accountancy has no meaning.

At least some States would like to see the Agency maintain records on

total quantities placed in permanent storage repositories; this seems both

logical and feasible with essentially no inspection resources beyond those

required to verify the fact of disposal. However, a distinction should be

drawn between keeping records on material which is subject to safeguards, but

in fact is not verified, and the actual application of safeguards. If

safeguards are not to be terminated, then something more tangible than

record-keeping should be identified as a feasible safeguards approach.
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Some measures to ensure that spent fuel canisters are not lowered into

the mine on one day and brought back out the next certainly are desirable.

This would protect, for example, against the possibility of the inspectorate

being presented repeatedly with the same canister.

If considerations related to the repository are separated from

considerations related to the possibly collocated preparatory facility,

conventional C-S measures may be useful. Final disposal packages are expected

to move down a shaft into the storage repository; nothing resembling a final

disposal package is expected to move back up. Thus video surveillance units

might be used to confirm this absence of an upward flow. Published reports

have not discussed a possible upward movement associated with packages which

have been damaged by handling equipment and are being returned to the surface

for repair or repackaging; such occurences presumably would be rare but might

not be non-existent. If there is a collocated preparatory facility these

unusual movements logically could be handled via advance inspector

notification.

Most repository designs provide for several final disposal packages per

day, and this may create problems in inspector visual interpretation of video

images. A more advanced microprocessor-based system which eliminated all

movements clearly related to the downward transfer of final disposal packages,

and which alerted on-site inspectors to the need for investigation of video

images that did not meet computerized evaluation criteria, would have distinct

safeguards advantages. Such a system would require some development effort,

but as noted previously there is time if R & D efforts are initiated

promptly.

(Question No. 14-16 for AGM Consideration) Should the
Agency determine that placing spent fuel in a permanent
repository does not constitute making that spent fuel practicably
irrecoverable, and accordingly continue to apply safeguards?

What measurements or verifications should be performed on
epant fuel prior to its being placed in a permanent repository?

What safeguards measures should be required for spent fuel
which has bean placed in permanent storage repositories while
those facilities are still open?
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5.4 Safeguards for a Repository Which is Closed

It is unlikely that any permanent disposal facility will be loaded to

capacity, back-filled with sand and clay as described in published reports,

and officially sealed before perhaps the year 2030. This leads to the

suggestion that a political discussion of safeguards measures for a repository

which has been closed can (and should) be postponed for later discussion.

Apart from political considerations, the technological nature of IAEA

safeguards forty years in the future is difficult to predict. It would be

extremely discouraging to suggest that no useful technological advances will

have been made in the interim.

Two possibilities perhaps deserve brief mention. One is the use of

seismic detectors in combination with site visits at a frequency of perhaps

once or twice per year. On first examination this appears to be both feasible

and likely to be accepted as effective. Repositories supposedly are located

in areas which are not tectonically active; false alarms caused by earthquakes

should be rare and in any case easily resolved by visual observation.

Another suggestion is the use of commercially available satellite

photos. The advantage of photos is that they would not require periodic site

visits; the alleged disadvantage is that the area could be camouflaged to

conceal earth-moving activities. Whether this is true is not known; like so

many other diversion-related statements, it is not necessary to demonstrate

that camouflage would be possible, the mere suggestion places the burden of

proof on the advocate to show that camouflage would not be possible.

(Topic for AGM discussion) It is suggested that the
Advisors may wish to discuss these and other possibilities for
safeguards at closed spent fuel repositories, and to outline an
R & D program directed at eventual development of mutually
acceptable procedures.
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6. PROBLEMS REQUIRING FURTHER STUDY

The final version of this Chapter should be developed in the course of

the Advisory Group Meeting itself. Reviewers of the current draft, however,

may wish to suggest items which they believes should be included. In this way

the Agency could prepare a first draft for discussion by AGM participants.
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